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MISSION STATEMENT

FWADA is a unique arts organization in a unique American place. Few cities of Fort Worth's size are privileged to command such a wealth of major art museums, and fewer still have such a vital community spirit. What truly sets Fort Worth apart, however, is the vigorous, longstanding, clearly defined cooperation between the museums, the university art galleries, the non-profit exhibition spaces, and the art dealers, all of which are full working members of FWADA.

To fulfill its stated mission to stimulate interest in the visual arts through educational programs, art scholarships, and art competitions, FWADA organizes, funds, and hosts exhibitions of noteworthy art.

FWADA sponsors the annual Fall Gallery Night and Spring Gallery Night for members and friends. FWADA also sponsors an annual show featuring submitted artworks from Member institutions, the summer Selections exhibition. Keep an eye out for our Gallery Guide! You can find our most recent issue in your FW Weekly newspaper, or pick one up at a Member gallery or museum.

All these attainments have created a stable environment that produces a steady stream of top-notch talent, including major local artists who exhibit their work nationally and internationally. Newcomers are frequently dazzled by the quality of work being created in every medium and style. Their passion reinvigorates Fort Worth patrons who have become habituated to the riches that surround them, reminding them anew that the most authentic cultural connection they can make is the one that affords direct communication with the artists who interpret and illuminate the life experience they share through common background and interests. Although the city is justly recognized for its cosmopolitan worldview, it is the local artists and their devoted collectors who are the lifeblood of the Fort Worth art market.

The members of the Fort Worth Art Dealers Association are pledged to the maintenance of a high standard of ethical conduct and professional integrity; these businesses furnish a model that gallery associations in other cities might do well to emulate. FWADA is to be commended for its important role as a contributor to the cultural and aesthetic richness of Fort Worth.
NEED A PLACE TO HANG YOUR ART?
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Contact Alexander or one of our trusted BHHS ACR real estate advisors today.

www.alexchandler.alexanderchandler.com
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The Amon Carter Museum of American Art is celebrating its sixtieth year as a free museum presenting the best of American creativity. Since its opening in January 1961, the Carter has acquired one of the world's finest collections of American paintings, photographs, sculpture, and works on paper. Explore the collection from epic landscape and western paintings, elegant still lifes, and singular representations of war and exploration, to unparalleled modernist sculptures and abstractions. The celebration continues throughout the year, including our biggest, loudest, boldest party yet on September 25, our 60th Birthday Bash! Don't miss this free event full of family-friendly and hands-on art experiences and live music, all ending with a fireworks show.

“Art on the Boulevard”
4919 Camp Bowie Blvd., Suite B
Fort Worth, TX 76107
817.737.6368
www.artontheboulevard.com

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 12-9 PM
Regular Hours: Noon-9

“How We Spent Our Pandemic Quarantine; An exhibit of works of art created 2020-2021”.
The gallery artists responded in many ways in the last 2 years of quarantine and social distancing, some expressing themselves through their artistic talents, as can be seen in this exhibit. Artists participating in the Fall Gallery Night 2021 will be Gale Johnston, Gloria Sepp, Greg Brown, Phillip Ecton, Kay Wirz, Camille Kerr, Jennifer Stufflebeam, John D. Williams, Bob Fox and guest artist Duke Horn. Styles represented will be abstract expressionism, photo-realism, monotypes, collages, oil and acrylic on canvas, monotypes, Versace ties, along with watercolors on paper, canvas, metal and glass. Our exhibit will continue through November 30th, 2021.
ARTES DE LA ROSA
1442 N. Main St., Fort Worth, TX 76164
817.624.8333
www.artesdelarosa.org

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 11 am – 6 pm
Regular Hours: Tuesday – Friday 11 am – 5 pm

“Agridulce” by Sheryl Anaya – Galería de la Rosa/Main Gallery. Through the exploration of my memories, Agridulce aims to examine the disconnect and detachment from place and home. The investigation of memories and familial relationships allow me to consider the audience's engagement through a series of collaged images from personal archives and the emotions and memories that are evoked through that interaction.

“Fogalmam Sincs” by Erika Nina Suárez – Annex Gallery. In an exploration to further deepen the generational connections between Erika Nina Suárez’s identity and multicultural upbringing, she is focusing on those closest to her. Suárez first began this project by studying her relationships with her parents, siblings, and grandmother, who visits when the weather changes. She executed these images by revisiting decades of family photographs, while also analyzing recognizable behaviors that were of interest to her.

To be safe and enjoy great art we are adhering to CDC guidelines.

ARTSPACE111
111 Hampton Street, Fort Worth, TX 76102
817.692.3228
www.artspace111.com

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: Noon – 9pm
Regular Hours: Tues - Fri 11 - 5 and Sat 11 - 2

Swallow The Frog Jules Buck Jones
September 11 – October 23, 2021
Artspace111 presents Swallow The Frog, a new solo exhibition of works by Jules Buck Jones. In Swallow the Frog, Jones presents a wide range of drawings and paintings expanding on the artist's interests and concerns with the natural world. Jones describes, abstracts, and combines different flora and fauna, presenting new narratives that celebrate the marvels of nature while hinting at the perpetual loss and imbalance of the 21st Century.

In the Sculpture Garden, Artspace111 and the Texas Sculpture Group present the first collaborative show of outdoor sculpture installations from TSG members. This new collaborative series between Artspace111 and the TSG aims to bring new works to from the TSG to Fort Worth each gallery night.

In the Great Gallery, Artspace111 presents a group exhibit debuting new works by Artspace111 represented artists. In addition to the artwork on view, Artspace111 will have live music in the on the patio by “The Wind-Up Trio” and outdoor dining byWasonga food truck from 4:30 - 8:30pm.

Image | Honeysuckle, Jules Buck Jones, Mixed Media, 44 x 54", 2021
Soon Warren is an internationally known artist, an accomplished author and teacher. She has an incredible ability to recreate natural forms on paper and canvas, making them even more beautiful than the original. Soon is exhibiting in and curating this exhibition of her associate’s works. The exhibition will show the watercolors and oil that are vibrant, compelling and awe-inspiring. We will have ongoing watercolor demonstrations in the gallery. Don’t miss works by these talented local featured artists Connie Logan Levens, Lucy Oppermann, Marianna Alfaro, Gemma Haas, Kay Muller, Vikki Pier, Karen LaBoon, Soon Y. Warren, Jody McCabe, Rita Dyer, Neatie Burden, Linda Perry.
FORT WORKS ART
2100 Montgomery Street
Fort Worth, TX 76107
817.759.9475
www.fortworksart.com

Austin Uzor
New Meanings
September 9, 2021 – November 6, 2021
Opening Reception: Saturday, September 11, 2021, from 6 - 9 PM

Austin Uzor is a rising talent whose moody and atmospheric works are quietly revolutionizing the potential of contemporary painting. In his first solo exhibition, post-graduate school, Uzor transforms the gallery’s entire first floor into a site-specific installation by building an immersive environment out of painting and sculpture. For New Meanings, he reimagines a new space that exists beyond the confines of the self and the different worlds that we all move around in.

FORT WORTH COMMUNITY
ARTS CENTER
1300 Gendy, Fort Worth, TX 76106
817.298.3026
fwcac.org

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 9am - 9pm
Regular Hours: 9am - 5pm

August 13 – September 18: 2021 Juried Exhibition | Juror: Janice Bond, Deputy Director of Contemporary Arts Museum Houston | Margaret and Spencer Hays Foundation Gallery
2021 Texas Artist Coalition Thank You Show | Frost Gallery
New Works by Angela Faz | Gallery Three
Herbs, Spice and Everything Nice works by Niva Parajuli | Vista Gallery
September 10 – October 20: Hive, works by Matthew Bourbon | Visit Fort Worth Gallery
Breaking Through – Portrait, Prints, Paperworks by Laura R. Post | Dale Brock and the Visiting Angels Gallery and the TranSystems Gallery
Civil Lies works by Heyd Fontenot and Erin Stafford | BNSF Gallery
Between Now and Then | Jessica Baldivieso, Ross Graphix, Molly Magill, Vance Wingate | Central Gallery
Art Room Make & Take Twisty Ties with Brian on the Veranda | 10:00 am – 12:00 noon

Image Info: Erin Stafford,”Fiddle-dee-de, I really don’t care, do U?”, 2020, Velvet, fabric trim, tassels, 24”h x 40”w x 40”d,
Image info: Double Impress 2019 Cast handmade paper and woodblock prints 16” x 17” x 6”
GALLERY 440
440 S. Main St, Fort Worth, TX 76104
817.335.0100
gallery440.net

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 12-9 pm
Regular Hours: Noon-9

Gallery 440 presents Pushing Paper, a show of varied modern works on paper, including sketches to finished drawings, prints, lithographs and paintings by artists such as Marcel Mouly, Georges Braque, Pablo Picasso, Marc Chagall, Theo Tobias, Al Hirschfeld, Salvador Dali, and even some favorite local and regional Texas artists.

Collectively, the works in the exhibition range from all time periods, but primarily the modern era. The curation aims to celebrate all styles, techniques and genres so that we can learn and appreciate paper as a primary art form, fundamental to every artist’s practice. It’s an eclectic show with lots of surprises, even a pop-up featuring glass artist Duncan McLellan as part of SiNaCa Studios.

Image: “Portrait of Sylvette David in Green Chair”, Pablo Picasso, Serigraph

THE GALLERY AT UTA
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
AT ARLINGTON
502 S. Cooper, Arlington, TX 76019
817.272.3110
uta.edu/gallery

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: Noon – 6 PM

John Ahearn with Rigoberto Torres & Works by...
September 7 - October 9, 2021

John Ahearn & Rigoberto Torres
Ingrid, 1992-2002
Acrylic on plaster
32 x 32 x 14 inches
MCANTHONY’S MULTICULTURAL STUDIO AND GALLERY  
3270 Canberra Ct. @ East Berry Fort Worth  
Texas 76105  
817.536.5750, 817.939.3309  
www.mcanthonysmulticultural.com

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 2pm-9pm  
Regular Hours: Noon-9

Collage and Mixed Media artforms. An eclectic display of artwork from a variety of Artist.

Artwork photo Walter M. Cade III (1936-2008)

KIMBELL ART MUSEUM  
3333 Camp Bowie Blvd.  
Fort Worth, TX 76107  
817.332.8451  
kimbellart.org

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 10 am–5 pm

COLLECTIONS IN CONVERSATION  
Currently on view in the world-renowned Louis I. Kahn Building, works from the Kimbell’s African, Asian, Ancient American, and European collections appear in thoughtful dialogue—masterpiece to masterpiece—across time, place, and medium.

Join us for lunch, afternoon tea, or light bites in the Kimbell Café or take a stroll through the galleries in the Kahn Building. Admission to the permanent collection is always free.
Since we are having a true Gallery Night and it is easy to social distance, you will not want to miss our featured artist Chasity Hernandez and see all of the great new works of our other artists. As an artist, Chasity has always been drawn to art, creating, and all its wonders. Sculpture is where she has found the true desire that burns within. Learning to listen to that desire has been what set her spirit free. “When I learned to silence my mind and listen to what the stone is whispering, I am able to carve the image that I feel is wanting released from the stone.” Chasity finds Meditation, Inspiration, Silence, Life lessons and the Clarity of following her own path. She conveys spirituality and hopefulness through BOLD abstract works. “Once learning to look within, one opens their heart and surrenders, it’s amazing what comes forth.” Chasity has cultivated the techniques of working with stone. She hopes one can feel her passion and receive the message that is yearning to relate to one's life. Also, one will see new works by Rebecca Low, Tatara Siegel, Nic Noblique/Skele, David Mikitka, Dewayne Nall, Christian Hootsell, Ken O'Toole and jewelry by Dale Ousley and Juliette Edgerton.
SiNaCa Studios is hosting local artist, Elena Greer, our fall Artist-in-Residence, as the featured artist for Fall Gallery night. Works that were created during the residency will be on display in the gallery from September 11th-September 17th. SiNaCa Studios will present collaborative online and in-person live-streamed demonstrations on Facebook and Youtube between Elena and the SiNaCa team from 6pm until 9pm on September 11th in the glassblowing studio. Fort Worth based artist, Elena Greer graduated cum laude from the University of North Texas’s College of Visual Arts and Design in 2017 after pursuing an art degree for 13 years. She also attended Tarrant County College, where she studied under artists who made a substantial impact on her work. Elena began painting with acrylics but has recently begun to explore the themes of her work in ink drawings. Her work originates from a single moment when the interesting and dynamic interplay of light through glass objects captures her eye. The relationship between light and the transparent solid is magnified through a series of processes that culminates in a final artwork that invites the viewer to find their own interesting dynamics within the shapes and lines.
Experience Fort Worth’s Finest Art Galleries, Museums, Specialty Shops & Restaurants

FRIENDS OF FWADA

23 Chieffalo Americana
24 College Town Renaissance Center
25 Cufflink
26 Historic Fort Worth Inc
27 Lottie Mae Lounge at Roy Pope
28 Texas Academy Of Figurative Art

EATS & DRINKS

29 360 Smokeshack
30 Chadra
31 Winslow’s Wine Cellar
TCCD - TRINITY RIVER CAMPUS EAST FORK GALLERY
300 Trinity Campus Circle
Fort Worth, TX 76102
817.515.1126
https://www.tccd.edu/services/student-life/fine-arts/art-galleries/trinity-river-campus-gallery/

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 6pm-9pm

Tarrant County College presents artist Ramon G. Deanda, and his ongoing body of work, South of Paradise, North of Hell.
Imagine standing amid a place engulfed by nonsense and chaos. Absurdity reigns here, common sense has long gone; it is an alternative world engulfed with alternative facts. The noise, the craziness is protected by inconspicuousness; either everyone decides to ignore this or there is no interest in seeking the true truth, nor alternative truths. South of Paradise captures this absurdity and foolishness present today using anthropomorphic animals to communicate these many complicated facets of society. This unique exhibit will showcase paintings, linocut prints, and interactive musical ceramic sculptures that create a truly unique exhibition experience.

THE ART GALLERIES AT TCU: FORT WORTH CONTEMPORARY ARTS
2900 W. Berry, Fort Worth, TX 76109
817.257.2588
www.theartgalleries.tcu.edu

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: Noon – 8pm
Regular Hours: Weds-Sat Noon-5pm

Stack for Martha’s Sisters:
Dani + Sheilah ReStack
As partners and collaborators, Ohio-based artists Dani and Sheilah ReStack make video and photographic installations that explore connections between the domestic and the feral in contemporary life. Their approach weaves together real and mythical understandings of family, intimacy, place, desire and ritual. They often employ aspects of social practice and performance as a means to examine queerness, site-specific histories and human-animal relationships.
THE ART GALLERIES AT TCU:
MOUDY GALLERY
Moudy North Building
2805 South University Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76129
817.257.2588
www.theartgalleries.tcu.edu

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: Noon – 8pm
Regular Hours: Mon-Fri 11am-4pm, Sat 1-4pm

New Faculty Showcase: Dan Jian
Dan Jian, Assistant Professor of Art in the TCU School of Art, presents new drawings, cut-outs, and animations featuring fragmentary and dreamlike stories in otherworldly landscapes. Merging interests in cultural memory and the tension between identity and tradition, Jian prospects an imagined narrative in charcoal, ink and dust.

THE UPSTAIRS GALLERY
1038 West Abram
Arlington, TX, 76013
817.277.6961
upstairsartgallery.com

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: Noon-9
Regular Hours: Noon-9

New Works by Gallery Artists: Lisa Barker, Lynne Buchanan, Dianne Carroll, Chris Cunningham, Jim Evans, Mario Garcia, Judy Gelfert, Sam Hopkins, Carolyn Jehring, Lynn Kelly, Martha Sue Meek, Sumbal Mushtaq, Stephen Rascoe, Casey Taylor, Beatriz Welch, Margie Whittington

Image: “Cows of Paradise” by Mario Garcia, oil on canvas
WEILER HOUSE
FINE ART GALLERY
3126 Handley Drive, Fort Worth, 76112
817.457.3343
www.weilerhousefineart.com

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: Noon-9
Regular Hours: Noon-9

Weiler House Fine Art Gallery celebrates Gallery Night in Fort Worth. There will be new works from Texas artist Lloyd Voges, Fort Worth artist Walt Cude, Classical realist Maureen Hyde from Florence, Italy, Andre Chernysh, Michael S. Ryan. You will also find a wide range of American Art Glass, fine American prints, watercolors, vintage and antique art. We will be also featuring a wonderful selection of watercolors by Jan Spangler.

WILLIAM CAMPBELL
CONTEMPORARY ART
4935 Byers Avenue
Fort Worth, TX 76107
817.737.9566
williamcampbellcontemporaryart.com

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: Noon - 9
Regular Hours: Tuesday - Friday
10am - 5pm, and Saturdays 11am - 4pm.

We will be exhibiting a group show with new and existing work from new and existing artists. Exhibiting artists include Benito Huerta, Jeff Kellar, Matthew Brinston, Harmony Padgett, Judy Youngblood, Otis Jones, Frank X. Tolbert 2, Billy Hassell, Michelle Benoit, JT Grant, John Holt Smith, Julie Lazarus, Woodrow Blagg, Bernd Haussmann, Arno Kortschot, Steve Murphy, Tom Hollenback, and more.
Lionel Lofton: Vivid Abstractions. Lofton believes art is a universal language. He makes sure we all understand what he is saying with his vivid expressions. His imagery often refers to concepts of inner strength, beauty, and spirituality. Lofton’s paintings, etchings, and monoprints have a quiet and introspective air about them. His cultural background and family focus serves as the inspiration for his work. While Lofton is best known for his colorful abstract paintings he also makes use of printmaking and mixed media, combining acrylics, watercolor, and selected objects. His works can be found in many public and private collections, which includes museums and corporate collections. Lofton holds BA and MA degrees and is an art educator. Pieces from our permanent collection, The Henderson-Light Collection of American Art and Art from the African Diaspora, will also be on display. Lofton will be available from 5pm - 7pm. Light refreshments will be served.

Kevin Chupik “ I CAN SEE THE WEST FROM HERE”
Formal artist reception 6-9pm
Meet and greet Kevin, live music and beverage
LIVE MUSIC BY A. J. LeGrand
Artist: Kevin Chupik, Inner Canyon, 42x42, acrylic on birch panel, 2021

CUFFLINK ART
120 St Louis Ave., Suite 149, Fort Worth, TX 76104
817.489.5059 cufflinkart.com
GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: Noon-9

As Cufflink Art celebrates the end of its first year, our fall exhibition “Progressions” examines the advancement of both the gallery and the artists we represent. Cufflink Art focuses on representing early to mid-career artists working to hone their craft and refine their voice. The selected works demonstrate the artists’ continuing drive to improve and progress they have made. The show contains original works, monoprints and limited edition works by various galleried artists.
HISTORIC FORT WORTH, INC
Art Show & Sale- First on 7th, 500 West 7th St
817-336-2344, HistoricFortWorth.org
GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 2-9

Visit the 18th Preservation is the Art of the City show and sale inside the building at 500 West 7th Street renamed First on 7th. (Park in the garage to the north and enter through the Burnett Street doors.) See over 180 artworks by 60 juried artists within this mid-century modern office building designed by the Chicago architectural firm of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill with Preston Geren, Jr. Its 7th Street Plaza is the location of the sculpture named “Texas Sculpture” designed by Isamu Noguchi for First National Bank in 1959-1961. The art show honors Paula Tyler, PhD, program director for the Fort Worth Library Foundation, and Ron Tyler, PhD, previous director of the Amon Carter Museum and the Texas State Historical Association. It features the artwork of Cindi Holt.

LOTTIE MAE LOUNGE
Roy Pope Grocery
2300 Merrick Street
Fort Worth, TX 76107
512.420.3050
GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 4–9pm
September 12 (noon – 5 pm)

Lottie Mae Lounge is a contemporary art space in a fully renovated 1979 Airstream Sovereign. A roving showcase of highly collectible works by both emerging and established artists, Lottie Mae Lounge defies traditional gallery models and reimagines the traveling exhibition.
For this exhibition, Lottie Mae Lounge will display work by Fort Worth based artist Jenny Pace Dupree. Dupree’s collages are derived from her love of Fort Worth while board works are inspired by her lifelong travels. Working in watercolor, gouache and ink on paper, San Antonio-based Katie Pace Halleran draws inspiration from a Jungian perspective of dream, featuring the circle as a spiritual tool for reflection, meditation and beauty.

TEXAS ACADEMY OF FIGURATIVE ART
415 South Main Street; Fort Worth TX, 76104
817.727.2995 www.tafastudio.org
GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: By Appointment Only
Regular Hours: Noon-9

Please come enjoy the works of students and faculty of the Texas Academy of Figurative Art. Our Fall Salon is a group exhibition of contemporary realist works that range from classical Old Master copies and cast drawings, to original still life painting, portrait and figurative works. TAFA is the only fine art academy in Texas that focuses exclusively on contemporary realist drawing and painting.
Join Art Tooth on a fantastic ride on the Gallery Night pArty Bus! Starting at the new Hotel Dryce, the Gallery Night pArty Bus will travel to six FWADA Gallery Night stops from 4 pm to 9 pm. After nine, cool off in The Hotel Dryce Lobby Bar for their Gallery Night Post-Chill.

DOWNTOWN COWTOWN AT THE ISIS THEATRE
2401 N Main Street, Fort Worth, TX 76164
817-808-6390
www.downtowncowtown.com
GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 10am-6pm

The Downtown Cowtown at the Isis Theatre has been brought back to life after sitting dormant since 1988. Now open 7 days a week from 11AM-midnight, the historic building is home to a 500-seat theatre where classic films are shown during the week and live entertainment takes the stage on the weekends. It also includes a family friendly speakeasy, gift shop, beer/wine to-go window, and a VIP event space for private rentals. For tonight’s exhibition we are proud to present with the Fort Worth Art Collective. Fort Worth's longest-running art collective of professional artists from multiple disciplines and mediums working together to show compelling art in temporary spaces. There will be light Hors d’oeuvre, a cash bar with specialty cocktails, and tours of the historic building will be given along with an incredible collection of art.

FORT WORTH ART COLLECTIVE
GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 4-9

The Fort Worth Art Collective, Fort Worth's longest-running art collective, is a group of professional artists from multiple disciplines and mediums who work together to show compelling art in a variety of temporary spaces. This year, FWAC joins WRG in their historic 100 year old warehouse property for an evening of art, ingenuity and fresh perspectives.
Nexm Creative Media is a full-service media company, podcast production studio, recording studio, and video production facility located near the Trinity River in Fort Worth.

We are thrilled to participate in and showcase local artists for Fort Worth’s annual fall gallery night! Among our various talented artists will be Fort Worth’s own “Eclectic Medium of Mannequins,” Carol Rogers, who will showcase her one-of-a-kind, custom mannequins. We are also excited for you to enjoy a meal from one of Fort Worth’s most coveted food trucks, an on-site Botox injector, live body painting, and chair massages. We look forward to meeting you, and cannot wait to have fun and support Fort Worth’s most accomplished artists!

Chadra Mezza & Grill
1622 Park Place (Near Southside) 76110
817.924.2372
www.chadramezza.com
Sun. Mon. and Tues. Closed
Wed.- Sat. 11:00 am – 9:00 pm
Service options: Dine-in · Curbside pickup · No-contact delivery

Chadra Mezza & Grill is a lifelong labor of love for owner and chef, Nehme Elbitar, and his wife Christina. Named in honor of his hometown, Chadra, Lebanon, it offers an exceptional sampling of Mediterranean cuisine, in addition to delicious pastas and pizzas. Chadra Mezza offers two outdoor patios, private event space and full-service catering. Having received numerous awards granted by various entities and publications, Chadra Mezza represents a dining mainstay in the Near Southside. This is hardly surprising. After all, community is, according to the Elbitars, “their main ingredient.”

Winslow’s Wine Cafe
4101 Camp Bowie Blvd, Fort Worth, TX, 76107
817.731.6515
winslowswinecafe.com

GALLERY NIGHT HOURS: 4pm-9pm
When I dreamed up the idea of opening the 360 Smoke Shack, I wanted to do something a little different than just good ol' BBQ, but I wanted to take the fine traditions of Texas BBQ to a higher level - We call it “Barbeque Fusion” in a quick and casual atmosphere. 360 Smoke Shack menu is filled with slow smoked meat sandwiches, fall off the bone smoked wings, fresh salads, amazing appetizers, house made sauces, & dressings. 360 Smoke Shack has a great patio and is a BYOB, so you can always bring in your favorite cold beverage to pair with our delectable BBQ. So do your mouth a favor, grab your favorite cold beverage, and drop in soon. There’s a plate with your name on it!

Your Friend and Fellow Shackster, Cody Hickman - Fort Worth Native, Founder and Head Chef of 360 Smoke Shack
Most participants Open Noon to 9 pm
Take a stroll through participating galleries, museums, retail businesses, and area restaurants. Gallery Night is free* and open
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Contact us at: 682.500.9797
monticelloneighborhoodnews@gmail.com

Give Your Collection the Attention It Deserves

Atlee Phillips | Director of Texas Art and Fort Worth Representative
877-HERITAGE (437-4824)
Ext. 1786 | AtleeP@HA.com

HERITAGE AUCTIONS
Paul R. Minshull #16591. BP 12-25%; see HA.com  60826
What We Do: The Art of Living is nonprofit in downtown Fort Worth providing services for the children living in the homeless shelter. During the school year, The Art of Living is open to provide skills training, meals and activities for the children living in shelters. We also, provide services to the homeless and families living in apartments, like delivering groceries, donated clothing, furniture, and household items.

What Can You Do? Volunteer, donate, share a skill, share some time, invite us for a field trip… connect with us, so we can make a connection with children who need us

1505 E. Lancaster, Fort Worth, Texas 76102
admin@artoflivingfw.org
www.artofliving.org 682-708-1980
Your **ethnicity** should not determine your access to quality health care.

HSC is working to eliminate **HEALTH DISPARITIES**